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DEPENDENCYTYPES
9.1 PREDEPENDENTS AND PostDEPENDENTS

The hierarchyof dependency types for English is given in figure 9.1. The
‘most controversial part of it~ apart from the very notion ofa hierarchy of
dependency types—is probably the distinction between ‘predependent’ and
‘postdependent’, which is all the more controversial for being treated as the
most important distinction. It will be seenthat every dependent is classified
as a predependent, a postdependent or a ‘sentence-adverbial’ (a category
which we shall ignore in the present section, but which we shall explain
later). As their names suggest, predependents typically precede their heads,
and postdependents follow their heads. This may appear to be a rather
superficial basis for such a fundamental distinction, so we shall now attempt
to justify it

[

cit |ennFIGURE 9.1 Provisional hierarchy of dependency types for English (excluding some
sub-types)

The most obvious point is that dependents do in fact occur both before
and after their heads in English, because English is far from either endof the
continuumof typological consistency whose poles are defined by consi-
stently head-final and consistently head-initial languages, A language like
Japanese, where heads tend strongly to follow all their dependents, would
have no need for the distinction between predependents and postdependents
because all dependents would be predependents; and likewise, mutatis
mutandis, for a language like Welsh, whose heads almost always precede
their dependents,
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Another point which is perhaps almost as obvious is that in English the
dent lative to its head, is generally

assification of both the head
> predict by rule whether

position of any particular kindof dep
fixed. Given the typeof dependent anda full

and the dependent, it is almost always possible
the dependent precedes the

Adjuncts are less obviously fixed, because some adjuncts precede d

heads andothers follow them. However evenhere the range of options is

limited, given the word-types of both the adjunct and its head (and also
certain other structural information). For example,

an
adjective »

ador vice versa.

ich is an
adjunct of a noun must precede it (e.g. good wine), but a verb which is an

adjunct of a noun must follow it (e.g. wine made in France). It is only

exceptionally that a particular kind of adjunct, definedin this way, may

either precede or follow its head (apart from extraction); for example some

adverbs may either precede or follow a verb of which they are adjunct (e.g.

soon arrived or arrived soon).
The generalization, then, is that almost any type of deps

shall need to set up on,the basis of facts other than word-order will be

classifiable as either a Bostdependent or a postdependent. That is, this

distinction is compatible with the classification of dependents that we shall

need for other reasons. This would not be the case in a ‘free word-order’

language in which any given type of dependent could occur, equally
g, of course, that the

ndent which we

typically, either before or after its head (assumi

division between ‘predependent’ and ‘postdependent’ was relatedto surface

word-order
As we shall see,1 in, every dependent-type that is needed for English

(except ‘sentence-adverbial’) can be fitted into one or the other of the

super-categories ‘predependent’ and ‘postdependent’. This being so the rules
in relation to their heads can be rather simple.for positioning depender

Some word-order rules for English are presented in the appendix to this
chapter, but we can anticipate the discussion there by sayin

distinction between predependents and postdependents plays a crucial role

in the formulation of the most general rules.

It is not only word-order rules as such that refer to this distinction,

however. It also plays an important role in twoother areas of grammar
namely the analysis of extraction andthe analysis of passives. In both cases a

deviant order is produced by a construction which overrides the typical

word-order, and in both cases the effect is to treat a postdependent as

though it were a predependent. For example, in Whoisit?,who is

postdependent of is, but (because it is an interrogative pronoun) itis treated

as thoughit were a predependent of is; and Fred was chosen contains a

postdependent of chosen, Fred, which is also treated as its predependent. We

shall explain in detail how these rules work in the relevant sections, but it is

the analysis would not work without the
important to make clear, first, tha

distinction between predependents and postdependents and, second, that

this distinction allows ws

One particularly
present is thatitor postdependent1
actual position. The ¢

(predictable) overriding
position of a subject
verb (namely, tense
inversion’ as in Is sh
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suggests that
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=
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this distinction allows us to bring out some striking similarities between the
two constructions.

‘One particularly noteworthy consequence of the analysis that we shall

present is that it confirms that the classifi n of dependent-types as p
sarily theiror postdependent reflects their typical position, but not nec

al position. The conflict between the two positions can arise through the
exceptional

position of a subject, which is a type of predependent, after some kinds of

actu:
(predictable) overriding of defaults, one example of which is ¢

verb (namely, tensed polarity-verbs) in other words, ‘subject-auxiliary

inversion’ asinIs she tired? In such cases the subject is still classified as a

predependent, although exceptionally it foll ntsws its head. If predepend
and postdependents are treated differently in extraction, thenour analysis
suggests that an inverted subject should be treated likean uninverted subject,

rather than like a complement; and this

does
in fact seem to be the case

Extraction is easy out of a complement (1a), but hardly possible out of a

subject, whether this is inverted or not (1b, c).

(1a) (I don't know) who he would accept a picture of,
(1b) 2 don know) who a picture of wouldbe acce}

(ic) ?Who would a picture of be accepted?

As I point out in Hudson 1988c, this analysis is comparable to the GB

analysis of Kayne 1983,inwhich the possibility or notof extraction acrossa
verbV is linked to whether the extractee and V are in what Kayne calls a
‘canonical government configuration’ — i.e. whether or not the position of
the extractee relative to V is the same as that of a typical complement in the

language concerned. This principle correctly predicts the difference between
(1a) and (1b), but it would seem to predict that inverting the subject should
make it more accessible to extraction, which we have seen is not the case. (Of

course Kayne’s analysis may in fact be defended on the grounds that his

principles apply toa level of structure at which the inverted subject is still in

its original position.)
nother construction where a predependent can follow its headis where

an adverbis a predependent of a verb. A typical example of this is (2a), but if
the tensed verb is a polarity-verb, the adverb may-and normally

does- followit (2b).

2a) He already has two cars.
Hehas already left

Since the same range of words is possible in both positions the simplest
analysis treats them both as examples of the same type of dependent, a

variety of predependent, and thenhas a special overriding word-order rule
which applies if the headis a polarity-verb.
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One final benefit of the distinction between predependents and postde
pendents is in the areaof typology. As we have already seen, some languages
have this distinction but others donot; but we have also seen that it plays an

important part in the analysis of extraction and passivization in English, so
we can be sure that languages that lack the distinction will treat these
constructions differently in some respects from English. Inparticular we
shall see that the asymmetry between subjects and objects in extractionisa
consequenceof the distinction in English, so we can predict that consistent
head-first or head-last languages, which lack the distinction, will also lack
these asymmetries. Whether or not this is so remains tobe seen, but itis at
least compatible with the claim (Chung 1983) that VSO languages in general

have no subject-object asymmetries with respect to extraction
Thedefence of our fundamental distinction between predependents and

postdependents is now complete. To summarize, we have seen

le with all the other dependent-types that needto be

nent of word-order rules;
uur treatment of extraction and passivization;

that it allows a classification of dependent-types according totheir
typical position in word-order, a classification which abstracts away
from the actual surface order; and
that it allows a typological classification of languages according to
whether or not they distinguish pre- and postdependents, which may
correlate with whether or not there are asymmetries between subjects
and objects.

9.2 Extraction Nb Vistrors

Another controversial feature of the hierarchy of dependent-types in figure
9.1 is the category ‘visitor’, which in name at least is peculiar to WG
(Hudson 1984). This is the relation between an extracted wordandthe verb
before which it occurs ~ e.g. between what and do in What do you think he
said?, Other dependency-based theories generally do not recognize any

dependency relation at all in such cases, because this would conflict with the

principle that each word should have just one head (on the assumption that
in our example what already has one head, namely said). However the idea

of recognizinganexplicit, named relation between theextractee andthe first
verb is very familiar in all current constituency-based theories. In theories
that have no place for grammatical relations it is generally called ‘Comp’
(or, more recently, ‘specifier of Comp’), and in those that do allow
grammatical relations~Functional Grammar, Systemic Grammar, though
not Relational Grammar~it is given a name suchas ‘topic’ (Dik 1978) or

‘theme’ (Halliday 1985)

visitor’ relation in WG
‘topic’, in the ancestor of
1976a).
The metaphor behind the

a series of neighbouring ba

are related by dependency
the other ~ then they @

permanent home — ie. for
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‘theme’ (Halliday 1985). It is out of this theoretical background th
‘visitor’ relation in WG developed (via a pair of relations, ‘relator’ and

‘topic’, in the ancestor of WG, Daughter-Dependency Grammar, of Hudson
19763)
‘The metaphor behind the term ‘visitor’ is a scene inwhich someone visits

bouring houses in a street. The houses are words, andif they
lly, by onebeing a postdependent of
hbours. Thevisitor is looking for a

t

+h house thereare two

aseries of neig

are related by dependency ~ specifi
the other ~then they count as ne
permanent home - i.e. for a postdependent relation which will integr

fe sentence’s structure~andat €

or it is passed onto the
semantically into
possible outcomes: the visitor finds a h

next-door neighbour. In linguistic terms, then, the analysis is a ‘hopping’
analysis rather than a ‘swooping’ one (as inclassical LFG Kaplan and

Bresnan 1982a), in which the visitor hops from wordto word, down the
from Comp to Comp as in standadependency chain, rather tha

transformational theories. Theexamplein (3) gives the flavour of the WG

analysis. The ‘visitor’ links are shown below the line in order to keep them

separate from the ordinary dependencies. This diagram shows only those

dependencies which are immediately relevant to the extraction,

‘There are again striking similarities between this analysis and Kayne’s

“Connectedness Condition’, as explained by McCloskey (1988). Whereas
orthodox transformational grammar defines the possible relations between
the extractee and its final headby referring to Comp nodes and barrier

nodes, the Connectedness Condition refers only to the nodes which are on
the chain between the extractee andthe final head. Moreover, the notion of

g-projection’, on which the Connectedness Condition rests, is defined in
tion to cross them

(according to McCloskey, this is also ‘the essential insight’ of GB as defined
in Chomsky 1986b); we shall imposea similar restriction below, thoughI
such a way that only head-complement links p

shall suggest that this is in fact toostrict a requirement.
‘As McCloskey points out, the GPSG analysis of extraction (Gazdar et al

198

connect the extract
The GPSG mechani

is also similar to Kayne’s analysis in referring only to the nodes which
head

n for defining the path between the two is rather more
to its fi ignoring Comp nodes in between
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like the WG visitor system, in that each of the intervening nodes bears a ment analysis, which alsouses ¢

property which indicates the existence of the extractee, namely the ‘slash’ for the recursive links.

feature(e.g. ‘SLASH: NP" means that the node concerned is linked to an However because of thesesi
extractee which has not yet been accommodated, just as ‘visitor of..=. important tobe aware of the dif
does). This seems moreplausible asthe basis for a parsing mechanism, asthe theyare not simply different m
parser never needs to ‘look back’ further than the last linking node in order 1 ‘Visitor’ is a purely relat

to find out about the extractee; this would explain how we can carry forward dependency relations, whereas
extractees over very long stretches of intervening material without too much relational categories as derivativ
burden on our memory the formal status of a non-e

However in contrast with both Kayne’s system and the GPSG analysis, information it conveys about an
the WGvisitor system establishes a direct structural link ~ some kind of For example, an NP (e.g. beans

dependency — between the extracted word itself and its final head. Accord- may not be subject or objects m

ing to McCloskey, this link is purely semantic in the other two systems. For the Comp position may even
example, take (4). categorial information.

2 ‘Visitor’ does not apply §

(4a) Which boy did you say has arrived? whereas Comp does. In WGa4
(4b) Which boys did you say have arrived? following verb (6a), but althoug

not true of all of them, notably
The crucial fact about these examples is that the extracted phrase, which
boy(3), controls the agreement morphology of its final head, has/have.
According to WG this is unproblematic because the syntactic relation
between the extracted phrase and its final head is ‘subject’, exactly as it 1 won
would have been without the intervening material

(6a)

Which boy has arrived?
(6b)

Which boys have arrived?

(Extracted subjects need special treatment, as we shal see below, but that is

another matter.) But ifthe only relation between an extractee and its final
head is a semantic one problems arise, because the natural wayto formulate
the rules for subject-verb ‘agreement’ is in terms of purely syntactic esrelations (¢g. in order to accommodate purely syntactic agreement such as
The wheat is. but The oats are..,not to mention raised subjects, which by Be

| definition have no semantic relation to the verb whose morphology they
influence). Tt is perhaps in dealing with constructions like this that the
benefits of explicit grammatical relations become most readily apparent.

‘These similarities and differences across theories all involve the mechan- (6d)

ism for passing an extractee recursively along its ‘path’, but all the valtransformational theories, GPSG and LFG agree in assuming the validity of
a node called ‘Comp’, as I mentioned earlier. This is the node to which the
extractee is attached directly, and which permits the recursive rules to apply.
In WG this is also the role ofthe ‘visitor’ relation ~ one respect in which the
WGanalysis is more like the transformational ‘Comp-to-Comp’ move-
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ment analysis, which also uses the same relation both for the initial link and

for the recursive links.
However because of these similarities between ‘visitor’ and ‘Comp’ it is

important to be aware of the differences between them, so that its clear that
they arenot simply different names for the same notion.

located in the hie hy of
1 ‘Visitor’ is a purely relational category,

dependency relations, whereas Compis part of a theory which rejects

relational categories as derivative, so it cannot be a relational category. It has
ory like ‘NP’, although the

information it conveys about any phrase belowit is in fact p
For example, an NP (e.g. beans) may or may not be Comp, just
may not be subject or object; moreover, in the post-Barriers version of GB

ional.the formal status of a non:

the Comp position may evenbe filled by a verb, so Comp conveys no

categorial information
2. ‘Visitor’ does not apply to subordinating conjunctions (e.g. that, if

whereas Comp does. In WG a subordinating conjunction is the head of the

though this is also true of some visitors (6b), it isfollowing verb (6a), but
not true of all of them, notably topicalized objects (6c) and adjuncts (6d).

(6a) - 5 = =

6b} _ -

What ei
6c) ———

(6d) - -

Thus there are two distinct mechanisms in WG for locating a word at the

start of its clause: by making it the headof the clause’s root-verb, or by
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making it the visitor of this verb. The COMP analysis uses the one
mechanism for defining both kinds of ‘initial position’

3 The WGanalysis allows a single clause to have more than one ‘initial’
clement. The distinction between heads and visitors explained in (2)
correctly predicts the existence of sentences like (7)

(7a) I wonder if beans he likes, but peas he can’t stand,
(7b) I wonder if yesterday he arrived ontime.
(Ze) I know that beans he never touches.
(7d) 1 know that in France they drink a lot of mineral water.

These are potentially problematic for an analysis which only allowsasingle
slot for initial elements, especially since the two slots needed for subordinat-

picing conjunctions and d adverbs or objects still do not allow for
patterns in which a topicalized adverb precedes an interrogative pronoun, as
in (8)

(8) In France what do they drink?

In WG, onthe other hand, it is possible to allow one verb to have more th:
one visitor, which (if need be) can be distinguished fromone another in just
the same way as the two objects of a verb are distinguished. These arguments
are not affected by theadoption of an analysis which allows a complemen-
tizer after the extractedphrase
The pages that we have given over to a comparison between the WG

treatmentof extraction and those of other theories should have helped
readers who are familiar with other theories to orient themselves in rather
general terms. We now turn to the specifies of how WG treats ex
which are given in more detail in Hudson 1988c, and also in chapter 13
below. Let us start with the rules which allow or require a wordto be
attached to its ‘first’ head, the finite verb, leaving till later the rules which
then pass it recursively down the dependency chain.
First, why dowe need a dependency relation between the visitor and the

finite verb? A typical syntactic dependency is paired with a semantic
dependency, as we saw in section 7.1, but this is certainly not the case for
‘visitor’, which is totally empty of semantic content (and, in myopinion, of
specific pragmatic content, pace theories which invoke notions like ‘topic
and ‘theme’). Nor does ‘visitor’ have any implications for morpho-syntactic
features such as case (though some languages have morphological signals to
show whether onot a word hasa visitor, as I note in Hudson 88c). The

dependency link to the first head does have three important purposes,
however,
First, it avoids an infringement of the Adjacency Principle (see section 6.3)

that would otherwise arise from the fact that the finite verb separates the

visitor from its final
head of beans is lik

dependents of know
would rule the sentence
girls. However if we ie
Principle is satisfied becom

to the fact that it and
that we used in shi

Second, itis from
informally we mig
position, and puts it i= am

finite verb (and the
of thefinite verb
Third, by linkin

dependency chain di

With this link 2 very
explanation is poss
to others.
How, then, dovis

are obligato!
pronouns, to which

[1a] relative-prom
[1b] typeof com
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secondin (9b,
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e, the final
visitor fromits final head. For example, in Beans I know you li

, from which it is separated by know (and some
If beans had noother head the Adjacency Principlehead of beans is

dependents of know
out, just asit rules out phrases like *pretty about

head, then the A‘

n to its second head
wouldrule the sentenc
girls. However if we take know asa secoi

dacais adjacent ev
head. This is the same mechanismPrinciple is satisfied because

to thefact that it and like share kno

that weused in shared-subject const

Second, itis from the finite verb that thevisitor takes its positio

informally we might say that extraction takes a phraseout of its expected

uctions like It keeps r

position, and puts it in an earlier position, namely just before a preceding

Finite verb (andthe latter's subject). By taking the visitor as a predependent

of the finite verb, then, we get it into the right position

Third, by linking thevisitor to the finite verb we link it to the startof the

dependency chain downwhich it can ‘travel’ until it reaches its final head.

Wh this link a very simple recursive analysis is possible; without it, no

explanation is possible for why it can be linked to some later words but not

toothers.
How, then,do visitors get attached to the finite verb? Some kinds of word

are obligatorily visitors. This is pethaps most clear in the cas> of relative

pronouns, to which the following rules apply

[la] _relative-pronoun has [1-1] complement
[1b] type of complement of relative-pronoun = tensed verb.

[ic] _relative-pronoxn =apredependent of complement of it
That is, a relative-pronoun must be followed by a tensed ver

relation to that tensed verb it must be either subject or visitor ~ the only two

Televant sub-types of predependent. The first case is found in (9a), the

secondin (9b, ¢)
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(9c) — ico

We shall see in chapter 13 how these rules fit into the total analysis of
relative clauses, andwe shall see much the same kinds of rule applying to
interrogative pronouns. Slightly more complex rules are needed for ‘tough

ntmovement’ adjectives, whose subject is also a visitor of their compl
(eg. Heis easy to please), and the visitor relation is also triggered
automatically by comparative constructions.Adifferent kind of rule is
needed for the constructions where extraction is optional, rather than
obligatory, namely topicalized complements and adjuncts, as in (10

10a) Beans I like.
(10b) Yesterday he arrived.

These rules allow any finite verb to have any numberof visitors, and allow

any kind of word tobe the visitor of a finite verb:

2a] finite verb has [0-2] visitor.
2b] type of visitor of finiteverb = word

The rules clearly allow the sentences in (10), but it should be noted that
although they in themselves allow a lot of patterns such as (11), these will be
ruled out by other principles~e.g. by the fact that the visitor cannot be
integrated semantically with the rest of the sentence.

(Ila) *Mary 1 like Fred.

1b) *About nice I left

In terms of parsing strategies, the rules in[2] are very important because
they provide a kindof catch-all which can be applied in parsing any finite
verb. The finite verb is a particularly cru.
the root of the whole sentence. Sometimesafinite verb is subordinate to

ts role as1 word-type because o}

another word, but thisis generally quite clearly indicated by the preceding
structure; in the absenceof such indications it is safe to assume that a finite
verb is the sentence-root. Oneof the characteristics of the sentence-root is
that no dependency relations may ever cross it (unless sanctioned by a

double dependency), because if they did they would fall foul of the
Adjacency Principle. Consequently, if there is any word that still has no

head when a finite verb is ene

ever get a head is as visitor of ti
kind of last-resort dependene
‘Assuming, then, that a word am

the cases considered so

far
=a

account for its further treat
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it)
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head when a finite verbis encountered, theonly way in which that wordwill
ever get a head is as visitor of the finite verb, so the visitor category acts as a

y as-yet unattached word.
is attachedas avisitor to a word W (which in

the cases considered so far will always be a finite verb), we now have to

kindof last-resort dependency relation for
Assuming, then, that a w

account for its further treatment. Five possibilities are open to it, of which
we have already considered two. They are listed in (3)

[3a] visitor of word = {/: a complement of it, a visitor of a complement of
[3b] visitor of verb = {/: a postdependent of it, a visitor of a postdepen-

dent of it, subject of a complement of it)

First, it may also be taken as a complement of W, as in Beans/like. As we
noted above, complements are pickedout in GB as the favoured route for
extraction, which explains the difference between pairs like the following:

(12a) ?Of which subjects do you teach students?
(12) *With what opinions do you teach students?

The relevant difference between these sentences is that of is complen
students, but with is adjunct and therefore cannotatt
[3a

A similar favouring of complements is apparent in the secondpossibility
visitor of word = avisitor of a complement of it, which allows the

nt of

h to students by rule

visitor to
This explains the differencebe passed on, recursively, to a complement

between the sentences in (13).

(13a) Which subjects do you teach students of?
(136) *What opinions do you ach students with?

In (13a) of is complement of students (for reasons which weshall review in
the next section), but in (13b)
Consequently the visitor isa

ith is adjunct, not complement, of st

wed to be passed down to of, but not to with
This explanation also applies to so-called ‘complex NPs’, like (14

(14a) *Whodoyou like people who dislike?
(14) *Who doyou resent thefact that people dislike?

gain, the postdependent of the relevant noun~peop
adjunct, not

a complement, so the visitor cannot betransmittedto it. Hence
the Complex-NP Constraint
The remaining possibilities are given by [3b



[3b] visitor of verb={/: a postdependent of it, a visitor of a postdepen
dentof it, subject of a complement of it)

ies only to verbs, and allows them greater flexibility than otherThis ap;
kindsof w

thevisitor of a verb to be an ad

neededfor examples like Yesterday he arrived, alongside Beans 1 like

a postdependent of it’. This allows
s. First, ‘visitor of verb

and not just a complement. This is
or of a postdependent of it’. This allowsSecondly, ‘visitor of verb=a visi

a verb to pass its visitor recursively downto an adjunct, instead of to
complement. The

data here are somewhat problematic, but I find

ples like those in (15) quite acceptable to believe that this rule shoul

a) Whodid hecomewith?
(15b) Which course can we smoke after?
(13) Which articles can I go to bed without reading?
(15d) Whowill you be angry if she doesn’t invite?

Chomsky too finds examples of this kind acceptable (Chomsky 1982

and tries to relate them to examples that contain ‘parasitic gaps’ like (16)

(16) Which articles can I file without reading?

Ic is possible that parasitic gaps are simply the result of allowing rule [3a] to
apply in addition to [3b], so that the visitor is passed down to the adjunct as

well as being taken as a postdependent. However before we can offer a

serious WG proposal for parasitic gaps we must arrive at a convincing
account of sentences like (17)

17a) ?Which celebrities do articles about upset?
(17b) ?2Which celebrities do articles about sell well?

‘The problem is that the parasitic-gaps example, (17a), contains a structure
t allowed unless there is a second gap

7b) the visitor, which, is passed

from do to its complement sell, and then back t At
tion for these curious facts. On the

namely athat is (purportedly
“backwards” assignment of the visitor (in (

the latter's s

present thereis no serious WGexplan
other hand there is alsoa great shortage of really firm data in this a

many non-linguists seem equally unhappy with all parasitic-gap sentences.
The fifth andlast possibility for a visitor is extraction as a subject, allowed

by ‘visitorof verb = subject of a complement of it’. Here too ‘verb’ has a

privilegedposition regarding extraction. The rule allows examples like (18).

(18) -

What this rule does nor ai
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(19)

The rule allow

nota verb rule [3

will, That is the \
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(18a) —

(18) ~

What this rule d

across a subordinating conjuni
0¢s not allow, it shouldbe notic |, is extraction of a subject

n (alias ‘complementizer’), as in (19).

(19 a

The rule allows thevisitor to be passed from hope t

nota verb rule [3b] does not apply
but since that is

ind so the visitor cannot act as subject of
will. That is the WG explanation for so-called ‘Comp-trace effects’.

‘As I mentioned earlier, we might expect these effects to be absent in
languages which lack the basic distinction between pre- and postdepen:
dents, on the assumption that in such languages subjects and complements
wouldbe covered by a single su gory to which the extraction rules
could apply. However it is also worth pointing out that subject-extraction is

d

nces in the details of this rule~dialects of English, for
possible only because a special rule says it is, so we should not bes
to finddialect diffe
example, which do allow subject extraction across a subordinating conjunc
tion (Sobin 1987).

One final detail is worth looking
whichare analysed in WG nei

~ the treatment of sentence adverbials,
indents.

Thefact that sentence adverbials are excluded from both pre- and postde
pendents is not intended to suggest that sentence adverbials are all free
regarding position; on the contrary, se

Jer as predependents nor as postde

tence adverbials are subject to



at a number of other poiparticularly idiosyncratic word-order restrictions. For example, howe
nevertheless and though are quite different as canbe seen from (20), in spite discussing ‘semantic phi

of their semantic similarities the phrasing of compl
used, in every theory of gral

(20a) He was tired, but nevertheless/*however/“though he worked hard hardest distinctions to makels
(20b)...but he workedhard nevertheless/though/?however. debating points in dependent

istics). Some idea of¢
The point is rather that they do not fit into the pattern of pre- and discussion in Matthews &

postdependents. helpful discussion.
‘A particularly clear exampleof this is that they cannot be extracted. For There is also some =

example it is not possible to interpret (20a) as having the same meaning as sometimes called ‘acta

(21b). ‘circonstants’, ‘circum
for some theories

(21a) Unfortunately Mary knows thathecan’t help. arguing the point

(21b) Mary knows that unfortunately he can’t help ‘complement’ and

As long as we donot classify unfortunately as a postdependent, this is Inthe
exactly as we should expect. But of course we also needto distinguish such an adjunct is only lox

adverbs from pre-adjuncts, because the pre-adjunct of a verb normally agreement as to whi

stands immediately next to it, between it and the subject, as in He already like and adjunct-like:
knows the answer. So sentence-adverbials are outside the main system of especially those when

of a verb, At the o

dependents, and have their own word-order rules. In the conte
discussion of extraction, though, the main point to notice is that an have already elim

explanation is needed for the non-extractability of sentence adverbials. This typical adjuncts. Some

is easy if we can refer to grammatical relations directly, but it would be the analysis =

extremely difficule if all we couldrefer to was a phrase-structure configura dependencies,
tion. (It should be admitted that an equally good explanation for their
non-extractability would result if we could show that they werepre: (22) a

idjunets cannadjuncts, because pre ot extract either. We leave this possibil-
ity open for future research

The analysis of extraction that we have now completed k

parsimonious. We have kept strictly to surface structure, but we have not
invoked any theoretical apparatus ~ such as the metarules of GPSG, the Theb
special ‘double-shafted arrow’ metavariables of LFG or the ‘partial combi ments is p

nation’ rules of some versions of Categorial Grammar (e.g. Steedman as the of

1983) — beyond what is neededfor a sentence such as It is raining. In the assumption
process we have tried to explain some of the main puzzles of extrac- protor
tion - some of the island constraints, some asymmetries between subjects place to
and objects, and some typological differences between languages. ‘adjunct

two¢
9.3. CompremeNts AND ApjuNcTs 1 Ob

The analysis of extraction that we have just given is built on the distinction
d adjuncts, and we have referred to this distinctionbetween complements


